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Brain Tendencies

In the last issue, I opened the discussion on Enneagram, and
in this issue and next issue, we’ll continue with Advanced En-
neagram. We’ll go into more detail about how each personality
type could pick the right direction towards the more successful
tendencies in their personality type. If you are feeling good
about yourself, you have been heading at the right direction.

Lets first talk a little about who we are, and how our personal-
ities are formed in childhood. Personality types aren’t born,
we learn, and pick it ourselves in childhood. When children go
along with their parents to different places, they keep observ-
ing, and learn about their environment. They are told to be
nice, and not to touch anything. Children play the roles they
hear grownups talk about, and admire. When they go to
school, they’d start forming their ideas about what they like,
and their dislikes. At around age 10, they’d start telling their
parents: “What’s so fun about going to that place?”

While playing, some children wish they would be picked in a
particular group with others. Some kids would start their own
group. When other kids come over, they are told to be nice,
and share their toys, even if their guest would break them.
When children receive admiration in handling those situations,
they might decide to pick type 2 for their personality. Some
children are constantly told to get good grades, even if it
means to lie or cheat, that’s commonly the start of type 3 per-
sonality. Parents don’t realize when they tell children to take
a music class because he/she’ll fall behind another sibling in
their age, they are teaching them life is a race. These are
some of the things that forms our personality types. At around
age 14, we have picked our personality type, and we could
not change it in the course of our entire lives. We could have
wings or direction to acquire our healthy or unhealthy behavior.

As we hit 18, we realize life isn’t a recreation park that we thought, and we’ll have to work to get what we want. We also
discover we aren’t that perfect either: There is this dark side of us who wants to do bad things. So the never ending
battle between the good, and  bad begins in our hearts. Whatever bad is, it lowers our self worthiness because we start
thinking that we aren’t authentic. “We are fake, just pretending to be good”, that’s the voice we constantly hear in our
mind. How could anyone win this battle? Is it a hopeless cause? How could anyone deal with the dark side?

The Dark Side

To discuss the dark side, let’s first look at Rumi’s personality model (opposite page). His model of the mind, the Soul,
ego, super ego, the body, and the ID works somewhat like this: The passenger behind the carriage (the Soul), tells the
driver (the Mind) where to go. The mind is the decision maker but there is also ego self, and super ego that filters, or in-
fluences it. The carriage is our body, and the horses are our ID, pulling the wagon forward. It is up to our mind whether
to: 1) Listen to the passenger; 2) Let it be influenced by ego self, or super ego; or 3) Follow the ID. The thinking/feeling/in-
stinctive cycle in us are the horses (from Enneagram Circle, above). That’s really what pulls the wagon forward. The ID
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Rumi’s Model 
of the Self:

1)  Body

2)  Soul

3)  Ego, Super Ego

4)  The Mind

5)  The ID

knows no rules, and without the driver’s control, it would keep changing directions. I met someone who had lost 200
Lbs. He said when he went to a theater, he couldn’t fit on any of the seats, and he was laughed at. That became his
drive (the horses) to lose all his weight.

The ID says go have fun, or do anything you like, and take the most comfortable route. The Super ego, on the other
hand tells us to behave, tells us to be honest, don’t do bad things, and to forgive. Our mind (Ego self) is in the middle,
listening to all this, and has to decide where to go. Well, the first thing we should know is the super ego isn’t a prophet
of God. It could be a mom, or dad, or a priest or clergy or a rabbi we met at a holy place that taught us those values.
Some values may be wrong, or obsolete but super-ego keeps saying them. We don’t necessarily have to do exactly as
he/she says. We need to make the right decision, and even educate our super ego. If the soul, and the driver don’t have
a common language, it’s because there is a conflict between what we know it’s right or wrong, and the ego keeps telling
us otherwise. The ego self says I want to have this, or I want to go that way. The ego wants to keep its self image. It
doesn’t want to get embarrassed by admitting: “I don’t know”, and wants to prove: “I’m good, successful, lovable, and in-
teresting”. At early 20’s, we have all the confidence in the world, but before we reach 30, we have lost it all. We are con-
stantly hustling for our worthiness with the ego self in our minds.

I said so little about the soul, as there is so little we know about it. “We are not given to see the soul”, Rumi says. It’s our
very inner self. As people get really old, and start advising younger people how to live life, it’s usually their soul speaking.
It’s our most silent voice, and the most hidden. Where does this voice come from? Rumi says this voice is from the
creator. In his reed flute story, Rumi says human being is made in the form of a reed flute. 

Hear the story as told by this reed
for being separated.
Ever since I was cut from the reed bed, 
I’ve made this crying sound.

Anyone pulled from a source, 
longs to go back.
Anyone separated from someone he loves,
understands what I say

At any gathering I am there, 
mingling in the laughing, and grieving,
a friend to each, but only few could hear 
secrets hidden within the notes, 
no ears for that.

The reed flute is a friend to all 
who want the fabric torn, and drawn away.

The reed flute has two ends, the air enters through one end, and goes out from the other end. Rumi says it’s the breath
of God that is blown into the reed flute, and the voice you hear whispering in our ears is the soul. Our soul wishes to go
back to its source, but our mind is tempted to go a different path. If you understood the first 50 poems of Masnavi, you’ve
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What about our dark side? The dark side is in us all, but we need to learn to use it for its real purpose. Have you ever
thought what’s the use of darkness? It shows light. That’s what it’s for. We can’t have happiness without sadness, or
good health if we never got sick. We can’t win if we can’t lose. We learn with our dark side as much as with our bright
side. If we realize this, we could live with it, and sympathize with it. We are just like everyone else. We shouldn’t judge
people as much as we shouldn’t judge our own self by our dark side. In areas that people have faults, they really have
no choice. We could have the same attitude towards our dark side, to sympathized with, instead of hate, and despise.

One way to deal with our dark side is if we could imagine all our faults, all our nagging/blaming/finger pointing voices to
be riding with us in a tour bus. Anyone you might be angry with, would be one of the passengers. You could take this
journey in a peaceful day, riding the bus in beautiful nature, watching the trees go by under the blue sky or your favorite
colors. When you reach the right spot, you might wish the driver to stop, so you could get off the bus to enjoy the beautiful
scenery. While there, you could also ask any of your dark sides to get off the bus, to join you. 

There is a nice comfortable bench nearby that you could both sit on, to have a little chat. That’s it. That’s how you could
chat with your dark side, and start hearing them. In a while, you could make the journey back to the bus, and decide
whether you’d like that person to get back in or not. As shown in the movie: “Life of PI”, the main character couldn’t kill
the tiger when he was given the chance. What eventually happens when you sit, and listen to your dark side, your sub-
conscious begins to see you could sympathize with that person. If you could sympathize with your dark sides, and learn
to remove their pain, you’ll live much happier as a person. It would take a while but it really works.

You could have this mind travel quite easily once you
learn how to self hypnose. People think hypnosis is
such an unfamiliar territory. Most of us get hypnosed
while watching TV, and we don’t even know it. I don’t
want to go to that area too much but the first thing
you’d learn when you master hypnosis is not to let
anyone hypnotize you. Hypnosis is like the yoga for
the mind. You’ll learn to be in full control of your
mind. Many speakers hypnotize their audience, and
many TV commercials hypnotize viewers. Every
time you watch a commercial on TV or on the web
that tells you to use a certain shampoo, undo it in
your mind by saying: “You mean if I use my own
shampoo, my hair won’t be cleaned?” In self hypno-
sis, you could easily sit in a bus and ride with those
people within your dark side. If you look at your in-
side, it’s just a projection of what’s out there. The “Theater Technique” allows you to exit from your inner

feelings, and get an objective view about your surrounding.

read his book, entire. Those 50 poems are said to have been written by him.

He has a poem about Laila, and Majnun (Romeo and Juliet). Majnun had a fe-
male camel who just had a newly born calf. He longed to be with Laila, so he
left the baby calf behind at his stable so the calf won’t slow them down. While
he was riding the camel to see Laila, he became so inattentive, that he let go
of camel’s reins, soon finding himself back to the stable. This goes on a few
times until eventually he learns there are two conflicting wishes: His own wish
to be with Laila, and his camel’s wish to be with her new born. Rumi illustrates
through this metaphor where our soul, and our mind longs to go.

So we now know a little bit about the soul. It wasn’t that difficult, was it?
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Here’s an interesting twist to this: What you could do next is to exit from your state of mind, and fly above the bus. You’ll
be able see it at a distance, and if you get far above, all your dark side becomes a small dot, or a speckle of dust as Carl
Sagan said about the earth itself, seen from outside of our solar system. I call it the theater technique: You could always
see yourself in the front seat of a theater, watching a moment of your life that you have trouble with. It could be a short
clip or a picture of a moment in your past. You could imagine yourself sitting in a back seat, watching yourself watching
that scene. You could imagine yourself on a far back seat, or flying above the theatre, knowing someone like you is
sitting in that theater, watching that movie, and knowing exactly how he/she feels. These are the things you could do
with your mind to exit what you feel, and be less affected by it. Our dark side will not be demolished. It could be sympa-
thized with. When you sympathize with it, you could easily forgive your parent, or whomever did what to you.

There is nothing to be scared about your dark side, and it’s the
safest place you could go so long as you don’t take any drugs for it.
Another way to get rid of all your anger towards someone is to take
a white sheet of paper, and to write their name on top. Then write
whatever you could say about that person, and whatever they did
to you, and keep writing until you run out of words. Then take it to a
sink or fireplace, and burn it. Do it once in every 3 days, until you
are finished with that person, then go to the next person until your
mind is free from them. It is said people may not deserve your for-
giveness but you deserve to live in peace. You must let it all go.

You could go anywhere you like with your dark side, don’t ever be
afraid of facing it. It’s not a comfortable feeling but life is about learn-
ing to be feeling comfortable by feeling uncomfortable. When you
go on a journey in the spiritual path, feel safe. It won’t be worse than
being an astronaut in outer space. There is still something holding
you there! It’s the wire that hooks you to the spacecraft, and you
could always pull on it to go back to safety. In hypnosis, and in spir-
itual journeys, your feet remain on the material world. You could go
anywhere you’d like in the spiritual world, and you could come back
to where you started from. In the works of Carlos Castaneda, it first
appeared that he was given Hallucinogens to travel to the spirit
world but he later found it had nothing to do with it. 

I highly recommend watching: “The Monster Calls”. It’s about a boy who is losing her mom to cancer, and is struggling
with this tragedy on his own. A monster in form of a tree emerges to help him. The monster’s transformation to become
his best friend is so beautifully illustrated in this film. I wish all scary movies had this theme, to open our hearts rather

than closing it to the unknown. Human being himself/herself is so unknown, and it would remain that way until we break
from the shackles of labeling others. This is what happens in the so beloved film: “Good Will Hunting” played by Matt
Damon, and Robin Williams. He is so missed.
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